Recommended Tattoo Aftercare
1.

Keep bandage on for up to 2 hours. Remove bandage GENTLY; wash it with warm water and mild, FRAGRANCE
FREE soap (we recommend Dr. Bronner’s, Dial, E.O., etc.). Pat dry with a clean towel/paper towel.
DO NOT RE-WRAP OR BANDAGE TATTOO AGAIN.

2.
3.

On the following day (and each day for the next two weeks of heal time), wash twice a day: morning & night using the
same method from step 1.
After washing & drying, apply a small amount of FRAGRANCE-FREE lotion (we recommend Curel, Lubriderm, Aveeno, etc.). DO

4.

Your tattoo should heal in approximately 2 weeks.

5.

Once your tattoo is healed, apply sunscreen daily as needed. The sun will fade your tattoos if unprotected. We will
not be responsible for touch-ups from your negligence.

NOT APPLY MORE THAN 2-3 times PER DAY.

Consult a physician if any signs or symptoms develop such as the following: red vein-like
lines related to infection, excessive swelling, green/yellow discharge, foul smelling odor or fever.

ADDITIONAL INFO & TIPS
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

DO NOT listen to your friends’ advice; They do not know what is best; we do as licensed & trained professionals. If you have
questions during your healing process, please call us or come in.
DO NOT pick, rub or scratch as your healing tattoo. Loss of color or infection can occur.
Applying essential oils, excessive washing or applying too much lotion/ ointment can affect the end result. Please follow the
care instructions listed above.
DO NOT soak in water for at least 2 weeks from the application of your tattoo. This includes but is not limited to: spas,
pools, lakes, rivers & baths.
Avoid exposure to tanning beds and sunlight.
Avoid direct friction from your clothes on your new tattoo.
DO NOT rebandage or wrap your tattoo at any time during the healing process.

Questions/Concerns?
(530) 400-9622 ||| deathorglorydavis@gmail.com

